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Pillar

Pillar - Item No. 132957

The Pillar is a metal construction able to mount a PayCon or PayMatic system. This used when you can not or do not wish
to attach the PayCon or PayMatic to a wall. The pillar is mostly is next to a copier. You can position the wheels of the
copier into the ground plate, fixating the copier and the Pillar.

When you receive the Pillar please check if you have all the parts:

Main Pillar

<- about 55 cm. ->

Base plate

<- about 65 cm ->

Main Pillar and money container (the upper part of the pillar)

3 10M
Bolts for
bottom
plate

4
Screws

for
copier

lock bar

Padlock

Copier wheel lock bar

3 Cable conduction clips

(  Only available when no
holes are provided in the base

plate)

2 PayMatic clips

4 PayMatic screws

3 Tie rips

Pillar Top (for use with the PayCon)  Item No.132155
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The Pillar top, used to mount a PayCon on

The fixation plate, to keep the top firmly
connected to the pillar

<No picture> 2 10M Nuts

Parts List
Main Pillar - Item No. 132957
· Base plate
· Main Pillar
· Money Container
· Padlock
· Copier wheel lock bar

· 3 Cable conduction clips (  Only available when no holes are provided in the base plate)
· 2 PayMatic clips (PayMatic Only)
· 4 PayMatic screws (PayMatic Only)
· 3 Tie rips
· 3 10M Bolts for bottom plate
· 4 Screws for copier lock bar
Pillar Top -  Item No. 132155
· Pillar top (PayCon Only)
· Fixation plate (PayCon Only)
· 2 10M Nuts (PayCon Only)

Tools required
· Socket spanner 10
· Screwdriver
· Small hammer
· Wire cutter or utility knife

Use the following steps:
1. When the base plate has no holes for the rip ties, take the three cable conduction clips and use the hammer to clip

them on the base plate. If the holes have been created in the base plate, simply use the rip ties to fasten the cable.

Cable conductor

Put the three cable conductors in place
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Attach the tie rips to the cable and

the connectors

Clip the endings of the tie rips w ith the

wire cutter

2. Decide on which side of the copier the pillar will stand. Or if the pillar will not be positioned near a copier, decide to
which way the base plate will be aligned.

3. Open and remove the money tray
4. Lay down the main pillar with the front end down on the ground.
5. Align the base plate with the screw holes. (You might want to use a piece of wood or cardboard to create lift the main

pillar high enough).

Pillar bottom two bolts in place

6. Use the socket spanner the bolt the base plate to the pillar
7. Return the pillar to the upright position

For use with a PayCon follow the PayCon part, for use with a PayMatic follow the PayMatic part:

PayCon (you will need the PayCon plate, Item No. 132150
8. Mount the Pillar Top on top of the pillar
9. Hold the fixation plate into place while tightening the nuts
10. Mount the PayCon on it's bracket

1. The pillar top, from inside the pillar

1. The fixation plate

The PayCon mounted on the pillar bracket (w ith

the optional magnetic card reader)

PayMatic
8. Mount the PayMatic (without the front) on top of the pillar
9. Clip the PayMatic clips on the sides of the PayMatic and the pillar to keep the PayMatic into place
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10. Place the front on the PayMatic and use the PayMatic screws to lock the locking pins

11. Guide the cables trough the base plate and up into the pillar
12. Use the tie rips to hold the cables into place by connecting them to the cable conductor clips
13. Make sure the cables are hold be the cable conductor clip mounted inside the pillar. You should be able to ease the

cable trough the small opening in the clip
14. Connect the cables to the PayCon or PayMatic
15. Place the bracket on the pillar
16. Remove the keys from the padlock
17. Put the money tray back into place
18. Lock the money tray on the back of the pillar
19. Set the copier in one of the copier wheel holes in the base plate (when used with a copier)
20. If you use the big wheel hole, lock it with the copier wheel lock bar

Copier lock on the pillar base PayMatic on the pillar
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